Welcome
April already? – I don’t know about
you, but it feels like it was Christmas
five minutes ago.
So, what are we looking at this month
in the WriteCome newsletter?
This month I thought we’d look at the
mental side of things. Because
anything you say, write, or do is
going to come through that big grey
noddle of yours.
And no matter how many pieces of
software, courses, or books you buy,
if you don’t believe in yourself, don’t
feel confident in what you do, or are
terrified of the big bad Internet,
you’re wasting your time and cash. –
It just won’t work.
Now that we’re quarter of the way
through the year, I also thought that
it’s time to reflect on your business.
What’s working, what’s not, and how
can you make it stronger than it was
before. Because just like the year
moving quickly by, you need to keep
up with the times or you’ll get left
behind.
The two articles, ‘How To Make More
By Doing Less’ and ‘The Coffee Bean
Money Making Idea’ hopefully will
make you look at what you do in a
new light, and allow you to come up
with some money making ideas.

The quote up there was inspired by
something I heard Ricky Gervais say.
– Life doesn’t have a sequel.
While we all know that, our actions
look a lot different. We worry what
random people (we’ll never meet)
will think of us. Think that anyone
cares about our mistake as much as
we do. And that everyone’s more
talented than you are.
Even if all the above were true, one
day you won’t be here to do your
thing.
So, does any of that really matter?
Do the thing that makes you happy. –
But do the thing.

Barry J McDonald.
PS – Feel free to share this newsletter
with others. Maybe someone would
appreciate it. – I know I would.

How To Make More By
Doing Less
Here’s a little experiment you can try
out today. If I could show you a way
to come up with better product
ideas, stop wasting time and effort,
and build yourself a stronger business, would you be interested?
How can you achieve all those magical results? Simple, ask yourself this
question… how can I make more by
doing less?
That’s it.

do an advanced follow-up course?) You’ll find that one or two things are
bringing you more of your results
than other things you have.
What could you charge more for and
what could you sell less of?
What product could easily become a
higher-priced training course? What
products are selling, but you keep
mentioning? Could limiting the number of products you sell, but raising
the price, be a lot better than selling
an unlimited amount of that product?
- If your time is short and you need to
make as much money as you can,
what goes, what stays, and what gets
upgraded?

Here’s a couple of thoughts….
What would you work on if you had
only an hour free each day?
If you were strictly limited to only
one hour of work what would be the
most important thing you’d need to
get done? This question will not only
make you aware of the most important bits of your business but get
you laser-focused to get as much
done as you can in those 60
minutes.
If everything was looked at side by
side, what’s bring in the biggest bang
for your buck? - Both in effort and
money.
If you were to compare writing a blog
post, with a Facebook post, with an
Instagram post, which is getting you
in front of more people for your effort? Which product is the runaway
one in your stable? Is it worth mentioning those other products when
no one is buying them? (Or could you

What if you suddenly took ill and
couldn’t work on your business?
What if you lost the power to speak,
write, or see? How would you overcome that? How could you automate, delegate, or outsource to fill
that gap? How would your business
change if you couldn’t show up?
Could you record training instead of
doing one on one coaching? Or take
your business online instead of off so
you can keep going. - Not only will
this question cover you in, God forbid
the worst situations, but it’ll probably
make you aware of how much you’re

probably doing that you don’t need
to do.

“I know someone needs to hear,
read, or see this.”

Looking at your business through
those questions I’m sure you’ll find
more than one way to make more
money, and get more done, with a lot
less effort.

“It’s hard to explain.”
And we get that look. Like a confused dog, turning its head sideways.
- It doesn’t register with them.

Why You Need To Stop
Explaining Yourself
If there’s one thing you could do today that would cut down on arguments, blank faces, and sneering
looks, it's to stop explaining yourself.
A lot of us feel that if someone asks
why we’re writing a book, why are we
making videos for TikTok, why we
think we can make something that
can make us money, we feel like we
have to explain ourselves. That because what we do is a little weird
from what the masses do, there’s got
to be a legitimate reason for doing it.

“But why bother?”
“You wouldn’t understand.”
And it’s true they’ll never understand.
And as long as you give them a reason, it’ll smash itself on the rock of
reality in their head. They don’t get it.
And the reason they don’t get it is
that you don’t see the world as they
do.
They don’t see a reader with your
book. They don’t see someone’s day
made better because you showed
up and made something for them.

And so we explain it as best we can.
‘It makes me feel good.’
“It’s something I’ve got to get out of
me.”

They don’t see it, and they’ll never
see it. - Because they’re looking at
the world through their eyes. And as
long as they do that, they’ll never see
all the wonderful things a ‘weirdo’
like you can see.

When they ask, why? - Just do yourself a favour and change the subject.

The Coffee Bean Money

I’m sure you can see that the journey
that little coffee bean goes on goes
up in price every step along the way.
The more convenient I make it for
you, the more I can charge and more
willing you’ll pay me for it.

Making Idea

And that’s just a tiny coffee bean.

Have you ever wondered how people can make so much money from
something as small as a coffee bean?

Now, which of your products and
services could you do the same
with?

Fear - Overcoming The
Enemy Within

Here’s a little experiment I’d like you
to try out. Take a moment, look
around you, and tell me where fear
is?
I mean, apart from the cost of growing it and harvesting it, a coffee bean
is a coffee bean, right?
But…

I’ll save you the bother. - You can
look high, low, near, far, and you’ll
never find it. Why? Because it doesn’t
exist in the physical world. You could
travel the world over and you won’t
find fear.

What if I roast it for you?
What if I grind it for you?
What if I blend it for you?
What if I put it in a convenient little
bag for you?
What if I freeze-dry it for you?
What if I put it in a sachet for you?
What if I put it in a ready-made paper
cup (that only needed water) for you?
What if I brewed it for you?

So where does fear live? Where does
this thing that's keeping you back
from what you do, hang out? - It lives
in you.

It’s said that we only come into this
world with two fears, one of falling
and the other of loud noises. Everything else was stuff we picked up
along the way. Some of which we’ll
probably never meet. - Ireland isn’t
known for crocodiles, but having
seen them on TV, I know what my
fear level would be like on the possible chance of meeting one.

effort than an article where I just
went with the flow and let the words
spill out on the page.
Instead of focusing on all the things
that could go wrong, what if everything went right?
You’ve got as good a chance as any
that it just might. So why start off on a
negative back foot?
Plus, whoever does good work when
they’re negative and filled with
thoughts of failure. - If anything, that
only guarantees that the thing you’re
about to attempt isn’t going to work
out.
2 - You’re Never Guaranteed Success.

So how do you stop being fearful of
everything that isn’t falling or loud
noises? Here are a few things to keep
in mind when fear grips you...
1 - Stop Looking At The Negative Aspect Of The Thing You Fear.
Right now, even though I’m not afraid
of writing this article, I could turn up
my fear dial by focusing on the negatives.
What if this article makes me look like
a fool?
What if I get criticized about something I say or the way I say it?
What if no one reads this?
As you’d expect, if the only things I
focused on were those, you wouldn’t
be reading this piece. And even if I
did finish it, it would take a lot more

A lot of people allow the fear of failure to hold them back, - What if it
goes wrong? - Here’s a word of advice for you, success is never guaranteed.
Even if you followed the exact plan
that someone else (successfully
used) you can’t be guaranteed to get
the same result. Sure, you’ve put the
odds in your favour, but anything
could happen to scupper that success. The market could crash, you
could get ill, a piece of software
could refuse to work, your house
could go on fire, etc.
The only time we find out if something is a success is on the other side
of what we do. It’s only then that we
can look back and see what worked
and didn’t work. It’s only then that
we can see what went wrong and
change our path on the second attempt. Each time we do, we put

more of those odds in our favour. But again, even then anything else
could go wrong.
3- Take People Out Of The Equation
Ever notice that you can sing your little heart out when you’re on your
own, but as soon as someone walks
in you lower your voice or stop? In
that instance, you’ve taken yourself
out of what you were doing and are
now looking at what you’re doing
through their eyes.

If I listened to any of the above, those
words wouldn’t be here.
The trick is to take the end-user out
of what you do when you create.

I wonder what they think of my singing.
I bet they’ll laugh at me and tell me
not to give up the day job.
God, what must they think of me?
All the above are thoughts that don’t
involve you and are your interpretation of what you think of you and
your singing.
If you took a moment to ask what
they thought, you might find their
thoughts aren’t anything like yours. But we don’t and walk away believing anything negative that comes to
mind.
Going back to me writing this piece,
even though I am writing to a reader (
I hope) if I focused on all the things it
could be like...
Is this any good?
What have I got to teach anyone?
Who do I think I am to write this piece?
You’re no expert.”

Sure, keep them in mind on the runup to what you do, but leave them
and their opinions out when you’re
doing your work. Because what you
might see as something that’s terrible to you could be a masterpiece to
someone else.
Now, will those three points up there
make you fearless for the rest of your
life? In a word, no. But what they will
do is quieten down that nagging
doubt you may have about yourself
and what you’re about to do. We all
fear the unknown. We all fear making
a fool out of ourselves. We all fear
getting it wrong. But if you look back
on your life, you’re going to find more
than one instance where you overcame those fears to learn a new skill
and do something you’ve never done
before.

and your audience will tell you by
their actions whether you’re someone they need to be following. There’s no way to get famous quickly
unless you want to do a bank job and
get featured on the 6 o’clock news
today.
Getting famous like building an audience starts off with one person, then
two, then four, and on it goes.

How Do You Increase Followers
On Twitter?
Instead of how to gain (or game the
system) why should anyone follow
your account?
Out of all the Twitter accounts in the
world, why should anyone even give
you a minute of their time?
That’s the question you’ve got to ask
yourself.
Sure, you can buy followers on
Fiverr, or ask for ‘I’ll follow you if follow me’ to bump up the numbers,
but how’s that going to help you in
the future?
10 followers that read and share your
content is a mile better than 100 hundred followers that are there just to
make you look good.
Be someone worth following.

I Want To Get Famous On
YouTube, How Do I Do It?
The best thing you can do is just get
started. Put your stuff on YouTube

It’s going to be slow; you’re going to
doubt yourself along the way, and
there will be times when you think
you’re not making any vision progress. The ones that get famous are
the ones that stay long after everyone else has left the building.
I’d ditch the ‘famous’ blueprint and
just start putting your content out
there. Also, study how others have
built their audiences and that’ll give
you some pointers to follow.

I Have 10k YouTube Subs But
Only Get 100 Views A Video On
Average And I Didn't Pay For The
Subs. Why?
Just because someone subscribes to
your channel, doesn’t mean they’ll
watch your content. Sometimes it’s a
spur-of-the-moment thing, like joining an email list, that you’ve got a
passing interest in. - I’ve subscribed to
a few channels and never gone back
to them.
I’d also have a look at the content
you’re putting out. Is there any way
you can break down content into
smaller videos, so those subscribers
stay longer on your channel, or could

you use some type of content that
continues through a series of videos?
I’d also look at seeing if you could
find some way of getting your subscribers on an email list. That way
when you’ve got a new video you
can notify everyone with an email,
and you can also survey them and
see what they’d like to see you talk
about.

For example, I know a popular podcaster that had little knowledge of
paranormal events and wanted to
know more. So, he invited all the experts in the paranormal world and interviewed them to gain more
knowledge on the topic. That became
his content.

- The last bit, you could probably do
with your YouTube stats. Have a look
at the most popular videos and see if
you can do more on that topic. That
might also be a reason why fewer
subscribers are showing up to your
new content.

How Do You Select A Niche For
Your Blog?
Find something you either like, or
would like to know more about, and
start there.

Find something that would make you
happy writing about and start there.
And if you’re not sure, try out a few
subjects and see what ones start to
gain traction.
There’s been many blogs and apps
that started off as one thing and then
went in another direction because
their users and readers wanted it to.
Nothing’s written in stone, just get
started and try ideas out, and see
which one works for you and your
readers.
Best of luck with the blog!

Blogging takes time and if you’re going to stay with it long term it's got to
be on a topic you love talking about.
Or is there something you’ve only a
small knowledge on, and that you’d
love to know more about?

Got a question you’d like me to answer here?
Send an email to
barryjmcdonald@gmail.com and use the
subject line ‘Newsletter Question.’

https://creator.nightcafe.studio/

Cookie/Privacy Policy Creator

Copy And Paste Emoji

Need a cookie or privacy policy for
your website? If you do, head on to
the link below and let this free site
put one together for you.
https://www.cookiepolicygenerator.
com/cookie-policy-generator/

Can’t find the right emoji for your
message? Or just can’t get your
hands on an emoji? Head on over to
copy and paste emojis where you’ll
find plenty to add some personality
to your message https://www.copyandpasteemoji.co
m/

A.I Art Generator

Save Your Social Videos

Got a Facebook video that you’d like
a copy of, or maybe want to
download just the audio from? Then
head to the link below to do just that.
– There’s also a Google Chrome
extension you can use.
https://www.getfvid.com/

Fancy yourself as a big of an artist, or
want to create something unique to
hang on your office wall? Then head on
over to the link below. You get 5 free
credits per day to use. – Have fun!

Why attention is where you need to
be focusing your energy on.
Why buying another book isn’t going
to help unless you answer this one
question.
How to achieve your goals without
being miserable.
Plus, more great tools from our travels on the web.
And much, much more.
If you’re not already a subscriber, and
you’d like to receive next month’s
newsletter, head on over to
https://www.WriteCome.com now.
Have a great month!

